
PICCIOTTI 140 “LIBRA Y”

MODEL PICCIOTTI 140

LENGTH 42.5 M

YEAR BUILT/REFIT 1977/2016

BERTHS 10

CABINS 5

CREW CAPTAIN + 6 CREW

REGIONS GREECE

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT: Flybridge, Air conditioning, Stabilizer system

COMFORT EQUIPMENT: Entertainment system, Satellite TV

WATER TOYS: Donut, Paddle board, Seabob, Seascooter, Diving equipment, 
Wakeboard, Water ski, Water sports equipment

YACHT INFORMATION

The M/Y Libra Y has a spacious salon that can also be used as a dining room if 
required. Large, comfortable sofas and stylish beanbags are perfect to lounge 
around, relax and watch TV. On the upper deck ther is a beautiful 
combination of a private office and a living room with original furniture from 
the 50s and 60s. The vintage “Charles Eames” armchair with footrest and the 
Noguchi coffee table complete the interior perfectly, creating a comfortable 
and exceptional atmosphere. The yacht has a magnificent owner’s cabin, two 
double cabins, a twin cabin and a bunk bed cabin.

Of particular note is the huge back deck area, which is ideal to receive guests 
or simply to enjoy the day and the views of the Greek islands in total privacy 
and comfort. On the upper deck is another large outdoor area, ideal for 
sunbathing and entertainment. In front of the bridge, a hanging balcony 
provides an additional space for sunbathing and the opportunity to enjoy 
relaxing moments with the sound of the sea.

As an additional highlight: As an art collector, the owner has exhibited 
contemporary photographs on the entire yacht. The collection includes works 
by Nan Goldin, Matthew Barney, Nobuyoshi Araki, Piotr Uklanski, Louise 
Lawler, Roni Horn, Roe Ethridge, Tacita Dean and Christopher Williams.
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